


 

Leonardo da Vinci
1452 - 1519



Read the words and remember
NOUNS:

occupation other things
a painter художник a human body тело человека

an inventor изобретатель paintings картины

a scientist ученый machines аппараты, 
станки

an architect архитектор anatomy анатомия

a writer писатель a bridge мост

a sculptor скульптор a parachute парашют

a musician музыкант a calculator калькулятор

an engineer инженер plants растения



Read the words and remember

VERBS

study |ˈstʌdi| изучать, исследовать

design |dɪˈzaɪn| проектировать, чертить

invent |ɪnˈvent| изобретать, придумывать

sketch |sketʃ| делать эскиз, зарисовывать

paint [ peint] рисовать красками

construct |kənˈstrʌkt|
 

создавать, конструировать



Read the words and remember

ADJECTIVES
talented |ˈtaləntɪd| талантливый, 

одаренный
curious  |ˈkjʊərɪəs| любознательный, 

пытливый
intelligent |ɪnˈtɛlɪdʒ(ə)nt| умный, 

сообразительный
accurate |ˈakjʊrət| тщательный; 

прилежный
incredible |ɪnˈkrɛdɪb(ə)l| невероятный, 

потрясающий





Task. Write the past simple form of the 
verbs :
study
design
invent
sketch  
paint



Task. Write the past simple of the verbs 
Check your answers:
study   -   studied
design  -   designed
invent  -   invented
sketch  -   sketched  
paint    -   painted



* studied     * designed     * painted    * invented    * 
sketched 

1. Leonardo da Vinci                     the Mona Liza. 

Task. Complete the sentence with the verb.

painted



* studied     * designed     * painted    * invented    * sketched 

2. Leonardo da Vinci                     an early flying  
machine. 

Task. Complete the sentence with the verb.

invented



* studied     * designed     * painted    * invented    * sketched 

3. Leonardo da Vinci                       many machines.

Task. Complete the sentence with the verb.

designed



* studied     * designed     * painted    * invented    * sketched 

4. Leonardo da Vinci                    plants and animals.

Task. Complete the sentence with the verb.

studied



* studied     * designed     * painted    * invented    * sketched 

5. Leonardo da Vinci                          the anatomy of the          
human body.

Task. Complete the sentence with the verb.

sketched



For descriptions and occupations use

Answer the questions: Who was Leonardo da Vinci?
                               What was Leonardo da Vinci like?
 Leonardo da Vinci was___________, ____________, 
__________, ___________ and _____________.



Task 4. Listening 
Listen to the speaker, read the text  and mark the 
sentences T(true), F(false), or NS(not stated)



Task 4. Listening 
Listen to the speaker, read the text  and mark the 
sentences T(true), F(false), or NS(not stated)

Check your answers:

1. Da Vinci learnt most things from others.                                F                 
2. There are hundreds of da Vinci’s paintings in museums all 

over the world.                                                                           F
3. He sketched maps of Europe.                                                   NS                                                
4. There is a bridge in Norway that da Vinci designed.              T         
5. Da Vinci’s flying machine looked like a modern aeroplane.  NS 
6. His notes were easy to understand.                                           F                                         



_________________________

__________________________

_____________________________

______________________

_____________________

_________________________

______________________

__________________

Leonardo
da 

Vinci

Task 5. Writing.

Write the main facts and events of Leonardo da Vinci’s 
life into the leaves.



          born

15th April 1452

 Tuscany, Italy

           He was……

(occupations)

1519, France

              talented

intelligent

Studied

the human

     body 

famous 

paintings

The Mona Lisa

Designed

Machines

bridge

Sketched

animals

plants

Leonardo
da 

Vinci

Task 5. Speaking.

Write the main facts and events of Leonardo da Vinci’s 
life into the leaves.



Homework:  Write all unknown words 
in your dictionary, learn them and be 
ready to talk about Leonardo da Vinci 

(8-10 sentences)



HAVE A GOOD DAY!



The Mona Lisa (La Gioconda)




